
THE EARLY LIFE AND WORKS OF LOUIS SULLIVAN

5 days ago His more than works in collaboration (â€“95) with Dankmar Adler Louis Sullivan, in full Louis Henry Sullivan,
(born September 3.

With less work than with Adler, Sullivan published weekly articles on architecture, entitled Kindergarten
Chats, during and  Completed in , this office building in Buffalo, New York was visibly divided into three
"zones" of design: a plain, wide-windowed base for the ground-level shops; the main office block, with
vertical ribbons of masonry rising unimpeded across nine upper floors to emphasize the building's height; and
an ornamented cornice perforated by round windows at the roof level, where the building's mechanical units
like the elevator motors were housed. Louis , Sullivan's ornamentation, which had become an integral part of
his designs, developed from the geometric to the naturalistic. During the next 60 years, the building functioned
as a funeral home, undergoing much neglect and alteration. Writings and Philosophy Sullivan's writings
incorporate philosophy, music, and biological evolutionary theories. This was embellished with a square
tower, with an additional eight storeys, above the entrance to the auditorium, offering views over Lake
Michigan. This project was a collaboration between Sullivan and Adler, with the assistance of engineer Paul
Mueller. Pilgrim Baptist Church. Monument for Sullivan in Graceland Cemetery , Chicago, Illinois - note the
alternative spelling of his middle name on the memorial Legacy[ edit ] Sullivan's legacy is contradictory. Not
even this final burst of brilliance could save Sullivan, however. He obtained a few commissions for
small-town Midwestern banks, wrote books, and in , appeared as a critic of Raymond Hood's winning entry
for the Tribune Tower competition, a steel-frame tower dressed in Gothic stonework that Sullivan found a
shameful piece of historicism. A visit to the preserved Chicago Stock Exchange trading floor, now at The Art
Institute of Chicago, is proof of the immediate and visceral power of the ornament that he used so selectively.
He was immediately fascinated by the city, which was rapidly developing after the Great Chicago Fire of  He
addressed it by embracing the changes that came with the steel frame, creating a grammar of form for the high
rise base, shaft, and pediment , simplifying the appearance of the building by breaking away from historical
styles, using his own intricate flora designs, in vertical bands, to draw the eye upwards and emphasize the
building's verticality, and relating the shape of the building to its specific purpose. Because of Sullivan's
remarkable accomplishments in design and construction at such a critical point in architectural history, he has
sometimes been described as the "father" of the American skyscraper. By the summer of , Sullivan, following
the lead of other young architects of the time, enrolled at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris to study European
art and architecture. After this, Sullivan moved to Chicago to stay with his parents. While his buildings could
be spare and crisp in their principal masses, he often punctuated their plain surfaces with eruptions of lush Art
Nouveau and something like Celtic Revival decorations, usually cast in iron or terra cotta, and ranging from
organic forms like vines and ivy, to more geometric designs, and interlace, inspired by his Irish design
heritage. A visit to the preserved Chicago Stock Exchange trading floor, now at The Art Institute of Chicago ,
is proof of the immediate and visceral power of the ornament that he used so selectively. With the vision of a
destination neighborhood comparable to Oak Park, Illinois , he set about creating a nonprofit to save the
building, and was successful in doing so. From to he associated with Edward Burling, and in he opened his
own firm, D. Adler hired Sullivan in  After the firm became known for their office buildings, particularly the
Wainwright Building in St. While experiments in this new technology were taking place in many cities,
Chicago was the crucial laboratory. Preservation[ edit ] During the postwar era of urban renewal , Sullivan's
works fell into disfavor, and many were demolished. That and another Root design, the Masonic Temple
Tower both in Chicago , are cited by many as the originators of skyscraper aesthetics of bearing wall and
column-frame construction respectively. When the director of a bank that was considering hiring him asked
Sullivan why they should engage him at a cost higher than the bids received from other architects, Sullivan is
reported to have replied, "A thousand architects could design those buildings. Another advocate both of
Sullivan buildings and of Wright structures was Jack Randall, who led an effort to save the Wainwright
Building in St. John Edelmann introduced him to Dankmar Adler, a prominent architect known for his skill in
managing client relationships and engineering acoustics. Frank Lloyd Wright also claimed credit for the
design. Preservation During the postwar era of urban renewal, Sullivan's works fell into disfavor, and many
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were demolished. None of the historical precedents were any help, and this new freedom created a kind of
technical and stylistic crisis. A modest headstone marks his final resting spot in Graceland Cemetery in
Chicago's Uptown neighborhood. Louis, Mo. A monument was later erected in Sullivan's honor, a few feet
from his headstone. None of the historical precedents needed to be applied and this new freedom resulted in a
technical and stylistic crisis of sorts. The Wainwright Building cemented Sullivan's position as one of the
foremost architects in the United States and later earned him the moniker of "Father of Skyscrapers. His
parents were both immigrants; Patrick Sullivan was born in Ireland while his wife, Adrienne, came from
Switzerland. At the end of , Sullivan went to Philadelphia and spent a short time in the office of architect
Frank Furness. Richardson's Marshall Field Warehouse, which adapted the Romanesque style to suit a modern
commercial building, but sets itself apart through innovative engineering and interior embellishment.


